NTEREST n'ales usually differ for-assets wflh diffen-ent terms to matur-ity.' 'l'he term stn'ucture of interest r'ates sho%%-s the relationship among the inter-est rates, or yields to maturity, of differ-entlived assets and their terms to maturity.' Anal sts often view the ten'm struc-tun-e as the link between cur-n-ent and future shor-t-and long-ten-ni interest rates. This link is important because of the widely helci belief that monetary actthot-ities are able to influence only shor't-term money market n-ates, while long-term rates ar-c mon-c n'elevant in making investment and consumption decisions. An unden'standing of the tr-ansmission mechanism from c-un-n-ent shor-t-term rates to future intet-est n'ates is crucial, ac-cot-ding to this \iew, in implementing and evaluating monetary policy.
'l'his ar-tic-ic extends the analysis of the tet-m structure by examining whether movements in the domestic term stn,rctur'e an-c influenced by for-cign interest rate developments. Inn the term stn'uc-Iure view, if interest rates ar-c n-elated ac-ross countn-ies, then foreign short-term inter-est rate movements are transmitted both directly to changes in domestic-short-term rates, and indirectly, via the nespective domestic-ten'm structures, to changes in longterm interest nates. Thus, short-and long-term interest r'ate changes ar-c closely con-n-elated across countries and long-term interest rates changes in one country are related to foneign short-term nates as well. This hypothesis is commonly thought to hold for the United States, whose policies are blamed for adver-se interest rate developments abr-oad. This article examines the relalionships among the term structur-es of interest rates in the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, West Germany and Japan. (Jut-chief focus is on the extent to which movements imi shont-and longterm interest rates are related internationally and whether changes in foreign interest r'ates influence domnestic inten'est rates.
A given yield curve implicitly assumes that other characteristics of the short-and long-term assets are identical. Yields on financial assets differ for many reasons, including differences in default risk, marketability and tax treatment. In term structure research, it is typical to examine shod-and long-term government securities and to assume that differences in their maturity are the main determinant of the differences in their yields. See Wood (1983) . 'In this article, the terms interest rate and yield to maturity are used interchangeably. Both measures reflect the average expected rate ot return over the remaining life of the underlying financial asset, These measures usually will differ from the holding-period return, which equals the return on an asset over a fixed period. For example, the one-year holding-period return on a 10-year bond is the annual coupon payment plus the capital gain over the year, while the yield to maturity on the same bond is the average of all current and expected future one-year holding-period returns until the end of the bond's life. Only when the holding period and the remaining maturity of the bond are equal will these two measures of return coincide. An approximately linear negative relation holds between the change in the long-term interest rate and the holding period return, For details, see Shiller et al. (1983) .
TERM STRUCTURE THEORV
The expectations theory is the principal theoretic-al appn-oach to the tenm structure of interest rates. 'This theory assumes that investors view shon-t-and long-tenm gOver'nment bonds as perfect substitutes, that is, investors are indiffem-ent to the maturity of holdings of goven-nniient securities. This assumption implies that every investment stn-ate~'in government secun-ities has the samne expected return over any given future holding period. Eon-example, suppose that the current one-year n-ate is 6 pencent, while the inter-est mate on a 10-year bond is 8 percent. If investors expect future one-year rates to n-emain constant at 6 per'-cent, it is more attractive now to buy the 10-year bond. Over-a 10-year holding period, the 10-year bond yields an 8 percent annual n-ate of n-etur-n: rolling over a sequence of one-year assets for the same 10-year period yields an expected rate of only 6 percent. Inc-n-eased pun-chases of 10-year bonds bid up their' price, thereby dept-essing their yield; simnilan-ly, sales of existing one-year securities Ito switch into highen--yielding 10-year bonds lower their price and raise their expected yield. This process continues until the long n-ate equals an aver-age of current and expected fcrture shor-t rates.
Thus, the interest r'ates on a three-month bill, a one-year bill and a 30-year bond will differ ac-cording to the market's assessment of expected interest nates on short-term assets beyond the life of each instrur'nent. The one-year bill will have a yield that reflects not only the expectation for the next three mnonths embodied in the three-month bill rate, hut also the expectations for the subsequent nine months. Similarly, a 30-year bond will have a current yield to maturity that is influenced by the same expectations as the one-year hill fon the first year, hut also by expectations for the remaining 29 year-s of its life. If futun-e short-ter-m r-ates at-c expected to he higher lower-I than today, a positive negative) spn-ead, or diffen'enc-e, between today's long-and short-tern'n interest rates will reflect it.
DOMESTIC TERM STRUCTURE EQUATIONS
According to theories of the domestic ter-m structure of interest rates, the current spread between the level of long-and shon-t-ter-m inter-est rates is directly related to the expectation that lirtun-e shunt-term inten'est r-ates and, therefore, long-term rates will be higher. Formally, this relationship fot the long-term intenest rate, H,, c-an be wn-itten as: 11)~R, =~+ (3,5,., + r,, where S~, is the lagged spread, 11, -i_ ,l, and i, is the lagged short-tcn-m inter-est rate. In theory, the parameter (3o is expected to he negative and 1~, is expected to he positive.' The intercept (3, is the negative of a term or risk premium. Long-ten-un interest rates, on average, will not change~R, = 0) when the spread, 5,, equals the n-atio of 1 this n-atio is positive when them-c is a positive ter-rn premium and zeno when (3,, is zero. Long-tcn-m rates an-c expected to tise (fall) when the current spread exceeds is less than) t "-A similar equation can express the same n-elation for shon't-term rates (MI. Ter'm strttctur-e theory does not provide a theoretic-al value for the s~~t-t~ad c-oefflcietit in such an equation, since expected changes in future short r-ates at-c not necessarily distn'ihuted unifon-miv over each ftntur-e period's short rate. Thus a rise in the spn'ead need not indicate that the short rate will he higher' next month, although it does inclrcate that some unspecified futur-e shor-t rates and long r-ates for assets that span the period) will be higher than they are now. When expec-terl fcntun-e shon't-ter-m initenest rate changes are distributed unifon'm[v or weighted nnor'e heavily to the neat' futur-e, which 'There are several competing theories of the term structure of interest rates, For a detailed description of these theories, see the discussion in a textbook such as Wood and Wood (1985) , chapter 19. They all, however, have a common foundation in what sometimes is called the traditional expectations theory. The purpose of this article is not to test competing theories of the domestic term structure; instead, it uses a general specification as a point of departure to study international linkages among interest rates.
'Theoretical expressions for the values of [3, and~3, are found by equating holding-period returns, adiusted for any term premium. Consider a monthly analysis of one-month Treasury bills and 10-year bonds, like that below, The one-month holding-period return on a one-month T-bill is its interest rate, the one-month holding-period return on a 10-year bond is the interest rate 8, plus the annualized expected capital gain; this capital gain is inversely proportional to the expected one-month change in the 10-year bond rate, SR.,. The equality results in a ft measure that is positive, but very small in a monthly analysis, and proportional to the average in-sample long rate; the expression for 1~,equals ( "TP)ft where TP is the average term premium. See Mankiw (1986) for an example of this derivation, generally is the case in theoretical on' empirical investigations, the spn'ead coefficient in a shon'tten-m n-ate equation should also be positive.'
A variant of the standard term structure equation used in many macroeconomic-models is: 12) 5 = a, + aS,~, + a,Ai, + a,Ai + r,.
In equation 2, the long-terni interest rate is a long distributed lag of past short-ten-ni n'ates.°Equation 2 can be rewnitten as:
(31 AR = (3, + (3,5,, + f3,Ai, + ft,Ai, +~.
Equation 3 adds information on the current change in the short rate and a lagged value of this change to equation 1.' One rationale for adding "news" about the short n-ate is that shor-t-n'ate changes t-cflec-t new information about expected futute shont rates beyond the information contained in the recent spread.' If mankets an-c efficient and adjust within one period, (3, should equal zer'o and (3, should be positive. Equations like this are wide! used to study the term structut-e of interest rates empinicall~.Accordingly, we use it as a point of departure in investigating inter'-national temi structure linkages.
Domestic Macroeconomic Determinants q/' the Level of Interest Bates
Term stn'uc-t ure and asset pn'ir:e theory explain differences in yields over' time on' among assets, hut do riot explain the general level of interest rates. Closer scrutiny of the factor's irilluenci ng both short and long n-ates might indicate additional domestic deten-minants of the ten-rn str-uc--tur'e that wotrld modify equation 3.
The c-entral factors influencing the general level of nominal interest rates, ac-con-ding to Fisher 1930) , are the expected r'eal rate of return on capital and the expected inflation rate." Economic theory indicates that the expected n-cal n-ate of interest is determined by the mat-ginal productivify of capital and the marginal utility of comisumption. Numerous economic-factors, however, can impinge, at least temporarily, on these natlier ahsIt-act determinants and, hence, on the n-cal n-ate of interest.
One appr'oac-h to analyzing the term structur'e of interest rates models the effect of domestic macro-'Estimates of long-and short-rate equations like equation 1 offen lack predictive content and are systematically at odds with the theory. See, for example, Shiller (1979 ), Shiller etat (1983 , Mankiw and Summers (1984) and Mankiw (1986) . Most studies of the term structure find support for the inclusion of a term, or risk, premium in a term-structure equation: it is common to include a constant and nonzero term premium in characterizations of the expectations theory. See Wood and Wood (1985) or Clarida and Campbell (1987) , for examples. Moreover, financial theory indicates that risk premia also are related to returns in other financial markets, like stocks, and to expectations about general economic conditions. For example , Cox Ingersoll and Ross (1981) modify the expectations theory to account for a negative effect on the term premium that is proportionate in magnitude to economic uncertainty. The possibility of a nonzero average, or constant, term premium is included in the estimates below. Specifications like equation 1 implicitly presume that all other influences on interest rates in the next period, beyond the current spread information and the term premium, have zero mean and are uncorrelated with the current spread. Such restrictions are relaxed in empirical models like those below. 'See Mankiw (1986) . Modigliani and Sutch (1966) used a more famous variation of such an equation; it had a 16-quarter distributed lag on past short rates, instead of the lagged spread term, and so was explicitly backward-looking, rather than forward-looking as the expectations theory emphasizes.
'This transformation is found by subtracting S,, from both sides of equation 2 to obtain AS,, then adding iSi, to both sides to obtain equation 3. Equation 3 also can be derived from equation 1 and its short-rate variant. This form, however, suggests that one source of a negative coefficient on the lagged spread is that short rates are more sensitive to recent spread changes, which is likely if movements in the current spread are more informative about near-term prospective short rates than about all future short rates. Testing this alternative is beyond the scope or purpose of this paper.
'This view implies that an observationally equivalent view of equation 2 is that the lagged spread incorporates unbiased forecasts of future rates as in equation 1, but news reflected in current short-rate movements is informative about revisions of expected future rates. The Modigliani and Sutch variant of equation 2 has been criticized by numerous analysts, including Phillips and Pippenger (1976) . The latter show that a forwardlooking, efficient markets model rejects the Modigliani-Sutch model without including the lagged spread. The results below suggest that their specifications can be improved, however. 'These considerations also suggest that the term structure of nominal interest rates is a combination of a term structure of expected inflation and a term structure of expected real rates. When inflation temporarily accelerates (slows) due to a supply shock, the spread shrinks (widens) because the short-term rate rises (falls) more than the long-term rate. Garner (1987) presents evidence for the United States on the close relationship between the term structure of interest rates and the term structure of inflationary expectations. "The standard laundry list of other macroeconomic factors includes the money stock, the price level, tax rates, government expenditures and other fiscal variables, and other domestic real variables such as private sector aggregate demand for goods and services, the business cycle, the mix between consumption and investment, and risk. Both current values and expectations of future values of these variables and their growth rates affect current and expected future real rates.
economic changes omi the two components of both long-and short-term intei-est rates.'' If financial mar-kets an-c efficient, howeven, investors will have used the availahle n-eleyant domestic infon-mation to price assets, including government honds of all matun-ities. Thus, no additional dlomestic infor-mation exists that c-an improve on the implicit forecast of ftrtur-e interest rates n-et!ected in the current term sln-uc-ture.
International Term Structure Linkages
Vvhether additional iriforniration on foreign inten-est r'ates influences the domestic tet-m str-uctur-e depends on the exchange n-ate regime. Under a fixed-exchange-n-ate system, domestic inter-est n-ates and monetary policy are riot independent of fon-eign developments. Inflation n-ates tend to be equal ac-ross the countr-ies that have a fixed-n-ate commitment; they equal the rate of depreciation of the pitt-chasing power of the commodity or-the money against which the exchange value of the cun-r-encies an-c fixed. In addition, if capital mankets are integrated internationally, a change in the real n-ate of return in any one country is transmitted to all nominal rates both domestic-ally and ahroad as investors attempt to maxiniize real rates of retur-n." Since in this case the expected inflation n-ate and! n-cal n-ate an-c closely linked across countries, the nominal interest rate, at all maturities, is also closely linked. Economic developments at homne or abroad could influence the interest r-ates common to all c-ountr-ies, but foreign factors would not have an independent influence on a domestic ter-m structure like that shown in equation 3; news of such developments would be fully captured in the Ai, term for the domestic economy.
The relation of interest n-ates across countr-ies fon' a given maturity. called the covered interest parity condition, is (4) i = i' + )f-e)n, where i and i= the domestic and foreign interest rates, respectively, for comparable assets with respect to maturity and risk, e = the cur-r-ent or spot exchange rate expressed as the number-of domestic curnenc-y units per unit of foreign curretic-y, f= the con-responding forward n-ate one period in the future, and n = the annualizing factor for' the term of assets being compared, which equals 12 divided by the number of months to maturity.
Under a cr-edible fixed rate n-egime, the expected for-war-d n-ate would equal the spot n-ate at all maturities, so that countries would have the same term str-ucture of interest rates. Domestic news in one country that affects domestic rates and the term structun-e would be immediately transmitted ahroad, so that Ii = i' would hold for all maturities.
Even in the ahsence of a credible fixed-rate commitment, monetary author-ities may still have a long-run exchange-rate objective and may periodic-ally intervene in the exchange manket or conduct policy to further-that goal." If they do, international rates could still be related, although the relationship would he looser', and changes in short r-ates especially would not he systematically coincident.
" Wood and Wood (1985) have noted an interpretation problem with such a procedure; do such variables enter as determinants of a term premium, via a "segmented markets" argument, for example, or do they provide additional information on the time path of expected future real interest rates? This problem mediates against the arbitrary introduction of current information for such variables. Moreover, the long list of potentially relevant macroeconomic factors and the dynamics of their effects operating through lags indicate that this approach is difficult and invariably controversial to implement. Even if undertaken successfully, however, the effort could be quite misleading. "For a more detailed description of interest rate relations across countries, see Bisignano (1983) and Kirchgassner and Wolters (1987) . Glick (1987) provides evidence on the real-interest-rate linkage between the United States and the Pacific Basin countries.
"In the absence of risk premia in foreign exchange markets, the forward rate would equal the expected future spot rate, so the second term on the right-hand side would equal the expected rate of appreciation of the foreign currency. Even if risk premia exist in foreign exchange markets, the forward rate will be a close approximation of the future spot rate in most situations, so the second term will approximate the expected rate of appreciation of foreign currency. Meese and Rogoff (1983) argue that this approximation is often unsatisfactory. Covered interest parity has been tested widely and successfully for short-term rates; such tests are typically restricted to short-term assets to ensure that there is an active market in forward contracts for foreign exchange for a comparable period. See Frenkel and Levich (1975,1977) or, more recently, papers that reject the stronger variant called the "Fisher open" hypothesis or uncovered interest parity, such as Cumby and Obstfeld (1984) . The strength of international linkages also depends on the extent to which assets of the same maturity across countries are substitutes; different tax regimes, transactions costs or other factors can impair the international interest rate linkage.
In a ''pun-c float,'' or' regime with no exchangerate commitments, interest rates ac-ross countries can he independent if countn-ies pursue independent inflation rate objectives and if the r-eal interest rate is constant. Movements in foreign interest nates can he n'eflected in the prospective change in the exchange value of the domestic-currency, ratlier than in domestic interest rates. Even in this case, however', the implicit exchange rate change c-an have undesin-able effects on other policy objectives, such as the price level, so that Interest rates will still not he independent ac-ross countries.
In pan-ticular, a nise (fall) in a foreign interest rate nieed not spill over-to the domestic n-ate if the domestic cun-rency is fl-ce to appreciate )depn-ec-iate) relative to the foreign currency. But the appreciation (depreciation) of the domestic currency can depr-ess )r-aise( the domestic-pr-ice level as well as. temporarily, the inflation n-ate. While there may not be an explicit exchange n-ate objective, an inflation or other-objective can be at odds with such exchange m'ate effects and, therefbre, require policy actions to naise (lower-) inter-est rates. I-fence, foreign interest n-ate changes can n-esult in equal domestic rate chamiges despite the absence of an exchange-rate commitment." EmaIl , when domnestic short-term inren-est rate movements ar-c only tempor'arily insulated from foreign movements by central hank intervention, long rates will still r-eflect these foreign changes immediately. In this case, foreign shon-t-term r-ates would exer-t an independent effect on domestic long-term inter-est rates, given domestic short-term rates.
THE EMPIRICAL RELATIONSHIPS
To analyze domestic and inter-national inter-est rate n-elationships, end-of-month observations of r-epresentative short-arid long-ten-ni interest rates for the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, West Germany and Japan wet-c selected for' the period from April 1977 to June 1987. This penod was chosen on the basis of data availability."
The Data: Some Simple Statistics
The top panel in table 1 shows the means and standard deviations of the levels and monthly changes of these interest rates and spr-eads in each country. The levels of rates show considctable variability, but the mean long rate exceeds the mean shor-t n-ate in each cotintny. The mean level of short rates in Canada and the t]nited Kingdom ane not sigmficantly different from each other." same is tnue for West Germany and Japan, hut their' mean intenest rate levels ar-e lower than those in the othen-three countries.The mean U.S. shor-t rate is significantly higher than in Japan and West Germany but lower than in Canada and the United Kingdom.
The rank or-dering of the mean long rates is the same as for short rates, but the mean levels of the long n-ate are significantly different for-each pair-wise comparison of countries. The mean spread is not significantly different for four of the country pairs: the United Kingdom and Canada, the United Kingdom and Japan, the United Kingdom and Germany, and Japan and West Ger-many; in the other six pairwise comparisons (four of which are for the United States), the mean spreads are significantly different. The nnean of changes in inter-est rates is approximately zeno fon-each country and maturity class. In each country, the standand deviation of changes in the short r'ate far exceeds the standan-d deviation of changes in the long rate, indicating the gn-eater volatility of short rates in all five cotrntr'ies."
The bottom panel of table I shows c-or-n-elation coefficients for-both levels and changes of shor-t rates, long rates and the spread for each country. A con-n-elation of 0.18 or larger in absolute value is statistically diffen'ent from zero at the 5 per-cent significance level. The evidence suggests that the shon-t and long r-ates an-c highly c-or-related within each country. Similarly, monthly changes in short and long n-ates an-c highly con-relatedl in each countny except Japar'r.
The spread is donninatemi hy the shon-t n-ate; this is indicated by the significant negative con-n-elation between the spread and the shor-t n-ate in all five countn-ies and the absence of a significant positive corn-elation for-the spr-ead arid the long n-ate in any coun'rtr. The level of the long i-ate and the spread an-c insignificantly correlated for' the United States "The theoretical and empirical basis of this absence of independence under floating exchange rates has been developed extensivelyby Mussa (1979) and Swoboda (1983) . "A description of the data is contained in the appendix to this article. "The tests of differences in the means in table 1 use a "pooled t-"This smaller long-rate variability reflects the notion that, it the long rate is a weighted average of current and expected future short rates, some short-rate variability over time is expected to average out.
test" with a 5 percent significance level. and Japan. Fon the other thr-ee countries, this con--stnonig significant positive correlation between r-elatmon is even negative. In fit-st differences, the changes in short-ter-ni interest n-ates. Changes in c-or-relations hentveen tbe long n-ate and the spn-ead short-term r-ates in West Get-many and Canada, as ar'e always positive, though significantly so only in well as in West Germany and Japan, at-c marginally the United Kingdom, Japan and Canada, while the significantly n-elated but the other seven country changes in the shorn r-ates remain signiIrcantlv pair correlations are not. negatively c-on-elated with the changes in the spread.
"Monthly rates of increase in consumer prices also support this significantly different for Germany and Japan, (or the United suggestion. The smallest pairwise correlation over this period States and Canada, or for Canada and the United Kingdom. is 0.17 for Germany and Japan. and for Canada and the United The other seven pairwise comparisons are significantly differKingdom; these are significant at a 6.5 percent significance ent trom zero and the rank ordering is the same as for long level. The other eight pairwise correlations exceed 0.33 and rates. are significant at a 1 percent level. On the same basis (and like the long-rate results above), the mean intlation rate is not Table 2 presents correlations of rates across countries that allow a pr-elinunamy assessment of whether arid how n-ames an-c linked inten-nationallv; the critic-al level for .5 per-c-emit significance is the same as in table 1. 0.18. All long I-ates appear to be highly correlated in levels. This correlation is strongest among the United States, Canada arid West Germany. The sarne is true for the level of shor-t rates. While changes in long rates are significantly positively c-or-related across all five countries, only the United States and Canada exhibit a The snr-ong and significant correlations for-both long-net-ni interest n-ate levels and changes across all five countries suggest that these countries cxpem-ienic-ed stn-ongly similar' inflationary developments between 1977 amid 1987." The fact that there is genej-alIy an absence of a significant c-or-relation between contempon'amieous short-i-ate changes is important for at least two reirsotis. First, it suggests that the per'iod was cham-ac-ten-ized by a fr-ce float. Second, it suggests that the stromig positive c-or-relation of changes in long rates does riot arise thr-otngh a ten-nit stn-uc-ture tr-ansmmssion mechanism than n-uris l'roni foreign short rates land associated
Domestic Term Structure Estimates
The domestic-term structure equation 3 is used to examine inter-national linkages." The coefficient I~, involves the constraint that the effect of R,, is equal and opposite to that of i, given Ai, and Ai,,. Viewed another way, the term i,, enters equation 3 through thnee right-hand-side terms IS,,, ài,, Ai,,j. Therefore, unconstrained estimates of the equation an-c used to avoid any bias imposed by the constraint and to examine each term
If the constraint in equation 3 holds, ft equals (ft-ftl. Insignificant terms generally an-c omitted in the estimates of equation 5 that are repor-ted in table 3. In particular, the i, . term is generally insignificant and omitted. In this case, ft would equal -f3, if the spn-ead constraint holds; ft can be compared directly with the coefficient on H,, Additional lags of long-ten-rn and of short-term nates up to four months earlier were checked for significance, hut their-addition to the table 3 equations was uniformly rejected.
"Estimates (not reported) of equation 1 for AR, and a short-rate equation for Si, have little or no explanatory power; only four of the 20 intercept and slope terms are significantly different from zero. These are the positive lagged spread coefficients in the short-rate equations for the United States, United Kingdom and Japan, and a significant negative constant in the Japanese equation. Often (three of five cases). the insignificant laggedspread coefficient (13,) in the long-rate equation is negative, contrary to the theory.
foreign long-rate movementsl to domestic-short rates and, again via a term structun-e, to domestic long rates. These implications can be tested more directly using domestic ter-m stm-ucture equations.
in the equation. The unconstrained ven-sion of equation 3 used hen-c is:
ft + ftR,., + ftAi, + fti,., -ft,i,.. For the United States, Canada and West Germany, the coefficient on the lagged spread, imidicated by that on R, , in tahle 3, is negative." The ohsemvation of a negative and significant codficient for ft is a rejection of the expectations bypothesis, but, as noted above, there may be sound reasons for this common empinical nesult. For our purposes, all that is impon-tant is that H , has a statistically significant effect on AR, in three of the c-ountr-ies and, tlien-efote, should he contr-olled for in testing international linkages.
FEDERAL RESERVE SANK OF ST. LOUIS
tn Japan, neither-the lagged long rate nor short n-ate have an significant effect; in fact, the change in the long rate is essentially uncor-related with any domestic-interest n-ate informnation. No lagged short n-ate changes enter significantly in equation 5, except in the United Kingdom, when-c ft and ft an-c equal mi magnitude hut ft is zero. The curnent change in the short n-ate is the most powerfinl cxplanaton' variable for-the change in the long n-ate; for all countries except Japan, a 1 pen-c-emit change in the short-term interest n-ate r-aises the long n-ate by about a quarter of a percent in the same month. Table 4 contains similar domestic negn-ession n-esults for the change in the short m-ate in each country. Past values of both short-term and longterm interest nates for up to four-periods wet-c examined sequentially, hoth individually and jointly, to see if they provided statistically significant explanatomy power-for the change in the short-tenm interest n-ates. For all countries, there is a significant positive relation between the cur-rent change in the sliont n-ate and the first on-second month's lagged change in the long n-ate." 'this is broadly consistent with the expectations theoty that indicates the change in the c-un-rent long n-ate n-elects changes in expected futur-e shont rates. If these expectations ar-c realized, the change in the long n-ate pn-esages these futun-e short-n-ate changes.
In the Canadian case, the short rate is a threemonth m'ate instead of the one-month n-ate that is availahle for the other countnies; the use of a thn-ee-month rate inipan-ts a natun-al second-or-denmoving average process in the n'esiduals of this "These three equations in table 3, and in table 6 below, include lagged dependent variables so the Durbin-Watson d-statistic (labeled DW in the tables) is not the appropriate test for autocorrelation, This problem arises in tables 4 and 5 below, as well. The Durbin h-statistic is computed whenever the number of observations is not too large to prevent this calculation, In tables 3 and 6, h-statistics can be computed and they reject the presence of significant autocorrelation. The critical value is 1.65. For the equations for West Germany, a correction for first-order serial correlation is necessary and its estimated coefficient, p, is indicated in the tables. There is no indication of further significant autocorrelation in the equations, however.
"The computed h-statistics indicate the absence of significant autocorrelation. The statistic cannot be computed for the shortterm interest rate equations in table 4 for Canada or the United Kingdom. In these countries, Durbin's alternative test that regresses errors on the lagged error and all right-hand-side variables is used. The coefficient on the lagged error term provides the test statistic for autocorrelation. This coefficient is not statistically significant in either country, so no correction for autocorrelation was computed. 
equation." Correction for-this simply affects the standard error-of the reported coefficients; except for-the constant and lagged dependent variables, no standan-d error is n-educed (or t-statistic raisedl by more than 5 pencerit, so that the var-iable selection process is unaffected."
Although in most countries the dynamics appear to be mor-e complicated for the short rates than the long nates, the explanatory power of the estimated equation is rather low, except in Japan. In Japan, most of the explanation comes fn-oni the three-period lagged change in the shon-t n-ate. Outliems are not the soun-ce of this curious dynamic n-elation whose explanation is unknowmi to us. In general, only a small fl-action of futun-e shon-t-rate changes is explained with such domestic information; current changes in the short rates an-c lam-gely unexplained.'F oreign Influences on Domes tic .Rates
The estimates in table 3 genen-ally show that typical determinants of the domestic termstn-ucture, like lagged spread infommation and c-un--rent short-n-ate changes, provide significant and similar information across countries. These estimates can be used to examine whether foreign shon-t-term interest-rate changes exert an independent influence on the domestic term stn-uctume. The correlation evidence above indicates that long r-ates are systematically linked ac-ross countries.
" Hansen and Hodrick (1980) point out this problem for equations such as this. Note that this problem could also arise for the United States for data after April 1984 because of data problems described in the appendix, but we could find no evidence of bias due to this in the U.S. equations in tables 4 or 5. "The differences in the information content apparently shows up in the positive coefficient on Si, ,, unlike the negative coefficients for this variable in other countries. For one-month rates in other countries, a rise in the rate is systematically related to a subsequent decline; a rise in the three-month rate in Canada is related systematically to a rise in the next month's threemonth rate.
"Bisignano (1983) specifies a long-rate term structure equation that includes either the realized change in the short rate or the news in the short rate; the difference is marginal. He also concludes that current short-rate changes are unpredictable. Krol (1986) examines the impact of current and lagged domestic short-term interest rate changes on Eurodollar bond rates and doesn't find a significant effect for lagged changes; only current, U.S. short-term interest rate changes appear to be relevant in explaining Eurodollar bond rate changes.
The absence of systematic significant positive c-or--relations of changes in short n-ates, however, raises the question of whether and how short or-long rates are linked internationally through a ten-ni stn-uctun-e relation. The question examined is whether current interest-n-ate changes abroad exen-t an independent influence on domestic interest rates beyond the influence of domestic inforrnation." Table 5 shows the international linkages between short m-ates. For each country, curn-ent changes in all foreign short rates an-c added to the domestic equation from table 4; insignificant additions (individually on as a groupi an-c omitted." The data show a strong two-way n-elationship between changes in short rates in the United States and Canada. A similar relationship exists between Japan and West Germany. No foreign influence is significant for-the United Kingdom, suggesting that the British authonities followed r-elatively independent policies, especially with n-egard to the exchange rate." The inter-action between the U.S. and Canadian financial markets t-eflects the lan-ge degnee of integration of these economies arid their geogn-aphical relation.
The lack of a relationship between changes in shont n-ates in the United States and those in West Get-many arid Japan could be surpn-ising to many analysts. Monetary authorities in West Get-many and Japan generally ar-c assumed to have at least "Lagged information from foreign markets should not be important for current domestic changes. Even if such lagged variables were significant, those patterns should be unstable over time, reflecting specific occurrences without having anything to do with stable transmission mechanisms. The significance of lagged information was examined; it is significant in some cases, but not stably so. Thus, the results are omitted.
"As in table 4, correction for a second-order moving-average process in the Canadian equation has no effect on the coefficients, summary statistics or variable selection. The h-statistic reported for Canada is that found from the moving-averagecorrected standard error of the coefficient for the lagged dependent variable. The h-statistic indicates that first-order autocorrelation is rejected for the United States, Canada and, after correction, Japan. In the United Kingdom and West Germany, the alternative test discussed in footnote 21 above rejects autocorrelation.
"Over the sample period, the United Kingdom was not part of any exchange-rate system nor was it the focus of international cooperation arrangements. Most of the discussion of international policy coordination focused on the United States vs. West Germany and Japan. oM<< 04 imnplicit exchange-rate objectives with respect to the U.S. dollar, even if they otherwise try to n-emain as independent as possible fr-omn the United States. Nevertheless, no significant linkages between news in the United States, as reflected in its change in the shon-t-ter-m inten-est rate, and shortmate changes in West Gem-many and Japan were found.
The significant relationship between changes in short-ten-mn interest rates in West Germany and Japan niay also surprise analysts. Yet this positive relationship, and the absence of omie fo, the United States and either West Germany or Japan> are stable results; both characteristics are found in estimates for only the first on the last half of the sample petiod.
Centtal bank exchange-rate policies may not be so sufficiently rigid and automatic that foreign developments ar-c incorporated instantaneotisly in doniestic shon-t i-ates. If then-c is a longen-run "At a point in time, the same information is used to determine both the one-month and the three-month interest rate. The latter, however, reflects expectations for the two months beyond the current one and is influenced not only by current information influencing this month's one-month rate, but also by current information that is specific to the subsequent two months. In the simplest expectations model, the three-month exchange-rate objective, however, foreign changes in shor-t rates will contain infon-matiomi about futm-c changes in domestic shor-t rates; therefore, they should pm-oduce immediate revisions of domestic long n-aLes. Table 6 displays evidence examining this hypothesis. All fom-eign short-n-ate changes were added to the pr'elèr-red equations from table 3; ornl the significant terms ar-c n-cpon-ted in table 6.
An intemesting result is that the Canadian shortnate change affects most countries. This phenonienon pi-obably arises because of the use of a thiieenionth i-ate for' Canada. Changes in this yield al-c more forward-looking, m-eflecting the expected yield for-the month and the subseqitent two months." 'thus, the Canadian yield used lien-c contains mom-c infommation than the other shon-tterm rates, so its significance may an-ise because of this difference n-ather than unusual properties of the Canadian financial market.
rate is approximately equal to the arithmetic average of the current and two prospective expected one-month rates, or the one-month rate plus two-thirds of the expected change in the one-month rate, one month from now and one-third of the change in the one-month rate, two months from now, '('lie change in the long n-ate in the United States, given the influence of the cun-rent change of the tI.S. short nate, is independent of all foreign shorti-ate movements, 'l'he change in the Canadian rate is included in the U.S. equation, despite the fact that it is marginally insigmiificant because it is strongly significant h-i the otlier thr'ee countries. On the other hand, the change in the U.S. short i-ate enters significantly iii the lomig-ter-rn rate equations for-Canada, Japan and West Ger-many, suggesting that these three countries follow implicit exchange-nate policies that involve infi-equent arid van-iable intenventions in money amid currency nian-kets, with lags beyond one month. The longrate equations for-Canada and West German improve considerably with the inclusion of for'eign shoi-t rates. The LI.K. long rate is not significantly affected by the U.S. short rate. The results, with the exception of the U.K. equation, ar-e consistent with a view of the won-Id in which foreign financial markets r-eact to movements in U.S. sliot't-ten-m intet-est rates.
Except for' the pm-oblematical Camiadian infiurence, the international linkages shown in table 6 are sen sitive to the period chosen. One of the simplest ways to test for temporal stability of regr-ession estimates is to break the sample period in half to investigate wliethen the estimates an-c signilicantly different across the petiods. Based on such a consider-ation, the equations in tahle 6 wen-e i-c-estimated for-each half of the sample period. The significance of fot-eign influences vin-tually vanishes when only the last half of the samnple period 1982:7-1987:61 is used. Only the Canadian n-ate change n-emnains significant in the U.S. and tJ.K. equations, and even this variable disappears in the equations for-West Germany and Japan. All the oilier significant foreign imifluences shown in table 6 drop out; the t-emaining estimnates in the table are x-in-tuallv unaffected. 'l'hus, although t'oreign changes in short-ten-ni nates sometimes mifluence domestic long n-ates, this influence is not robust." '11w results in table 2 show that correlations between changes in long nates inter-nationally ar'e pairwise sigmficant in all cases; thus r-esult per-sists "The foreign influences in tableS are somewhat more robust in a similar test. For the latter half of the sample period, the significant influences of Canadian short rates on U.S. short rates, U.K. shod rates on Canadian shod rates and short rates in Japan on those in Germany remain significant. The bidirectional elements from the United States to Canada and from Germany to Japan disappear. Thus, no short-run influence is left running from U.S. shod rates to those in any of the couneven when the sample is split into approximately equal suhpeniods. While long n-ates ar-e not linked stn-onglv through cur-rency and money markets, there are significant arid stable relationships between them. Appan-ently, the imitegration of inter--national capital markets assures that nominal long-term n-ates move together, despite the fact that this integr-ation usually is qtute dinect and does not anise from the shom-t-ter-m considen-ations in cur-r-ency and money mnan-ket emphasized by terni structur-e explanations.
SUMMARYAND CONCLUSION
This aniicle explones international linkages among inter-est rates. The fi'annewon-k used for-this pun-pose is a comiventional model of the domestic ten-rn stn-uctur'e. in a term-str-ucture fi-amewon-k, a change in a foi-eign short-tem-m n-ate would be expected to altet-the for-eign long-term n-ate and, if inter-est rates are linked inter-nationally, to alter domestic shor-t-termn rates as well. The latter change, again via a domnestic ter-mn-structure relation, would change domestic long-term rates. Tlus article tests these relationships, it also tests whether foreign short-term n-ate changes exert an independent ten-mn sttuctun-e influence, given the cun'ent change in the domestic shot-t-term i-ate.
When foreign interest nates an-c added to the domestic, shon-t-terni intem-est rate equations there is somne marginal, though segmented, connection between rates across countries. Changes in shorttei-m rates in either-Canada On' the United States affect shot-t-tenn n-ates in the other-. tn addition, changes in the U.K. short-ten-n rate din'ectiy influence interest r-ates in Canada. There is a similar bidiiectional connection between short-term rates in Japan and West Germamny. There is no significant linkage, however-, between changes in U.S. short-tetm interest rates and changes in shortterm rates in the United Kingdom, Japan or West Getmany, over the full pen-iod examined here.
The evidence suggests that long-ten-ni nominal inter-est i-ates are related closely and directly across countries. The addition of changes in for--eign shonl-terni rates to the domestic long-term tries.
